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One of an artistâ€™s essential tools is a canvas on which to paint. A stretched canvas is where many
artists begin their work of art. 

Finding the right stretched canvas is important, and most artists will have a variety of sizes in stock
for different pieces.  As well as canvas size, the depth of a stretched canvas is also important,
dictating how far the canvas sticks out from the mounting wall. Deep canvases give the artist more
space to paint and can also create a 3D effect.  A stretched canvas is considered narrow if it is
around 1.7cm deep.  Extending to 3.7cm deep makes for an XL deep stretched canvas.   Generally
speaking, the deeper the stretched canvas, the more expensive supplies are. 

A stretched canvas can be made from a variety of materials including linen and cotton.  A stretched
canvas will see the material stretched over a wooden frame.  The materials is then secured via
staples to the wooden frame and primed, ready for use.  Oils and acrylics can be used on a
stretched canvas, and the priming that is carried out to the material avoids any of the paint seeping
through to the back of the stretched canvas.  Itâ€™s vital that a stretched canvas is acid free.

A stretched canvas can be expensive and for many artists, especially art students, the need to find
cheap canvases which offer high quality is important.  Choosing to bulk-buy a stretched canvas may
reduce your price as you can buy a carton of canvases and use them over a period of time. 

For an excellent range of competitively priced stretched canvas, visit Blankcanvassupplies.com. 
Run by Natasha, they take a pride in getting to know all their customers personally in order to
deliver the best customer service and the highest quality goods.  Their cheap canvas products are
available in a range of sizes and their quality really is second to none.  Offering a cheaper
alternative to the high street, Blankcanvassupplies.co.uk may well be a god-send to artists looking
for a reasonably priced stretched canvas.
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Blankcanvassupplies.com has the most extensive and prevalent assortment of a stretched canvas
which is in pristine condition. Our fantastic a cheap canvas products are designed to cater for all
requirements.
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